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Abstract
Background: Pseudomyxoma peritonei (PMP) is a rare disease with excess intraperitoneal mucin
secretion. Treatment involves laparotomy, cytoreduction and chemotherapy that is very invasive
with patients often acquiring numerous compromises. Hence a mucolytic comprising of bromelain
and N-acetyl cystein has been developed to solubilise mucin in situ for removal by catherization.
Owing to differences in mucin appearance and hardness, dissolution varies. Therefore the current
study investigates the inter-mucin physical and chemical characteristics, in order to reformulate an
effective mucolytic for all mucin.
Method: PMP mucin, from the three categories (soft, semi hard and hard mucin) was solubilised
and then various physical characteristics such as turbidity, density, kinematic viscosity were
measured. The water content and the density of solid mucin were also determined. This was
followed by the determination of sialic acid, glucose, lipid, Thiol (S-S and S-H) content of the
samples. Lastly, the distribution of MUC2, MUC5B and MUC5AC was determined using western
blot technique.
Results: Both turbidity and kinematic viscosity and sialic acid content increased linearly as the
hardness of mucin increased. However, density, hydration, protein, glucose, lipid and sulfhydryl
and disulphide content decreased linearly as hardness of mucin increased. The distribution ratio of
mucins (MUC2:MUC5B:MUC5AC) in soft mucin is 2.25:1.5:1.0, semi hard mucin is 1:1:1 and hard
mucin is 3:2:1.
Conclusion: The difference in texture and hardness of mucin may be due to cellular content,
hydration, glucose, protein, lipids, thiol and MUC distribution. Soft mucin is solely made of
glycoprotein whilst the others contained cellular materials.
Key words: pseudomyxoma peritonei, mucin, physical, chemical, hardness.

Introduction
Psedomyxoma peritonei (PMP) is a rare disease
that occurs in 1 – 2 per million patients examined for
peritoneal disease. The disease is commonly caused
by tumour cells originating from appendix or less
commonly from other sources such as colorectal
cancers, ovarian or other cancer cells. [1, 2] Visual
symptoms are usually the swelling of abdominal
region caused by the accumulation of peritoneal
mucinous ascites. If untreated, patients often succumb
to nutritional insufficiency owing to compression set

up by accumulating intraperitoneal mucin as well as
blockage of digestive tract by mucin.[3, 4] Current
treatment involves laparotomy, cytoreduction and
intraperitoneal chemotherapy. [5] The five year
survival of patients after treatment is in excess of 80%
according to a recent study [6] and patients may often
require subsequent treatment. Owing to the
significant invasive surgical procedures, patients
often end up with numerous compromises and
morbidity. [2, 7-9] Hence, we have developed a
http://www.medsci.org
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mucolytic that can solubilise the mucin in situ and
enable the removal of mucinous material through a
less invasive process such as a peritoneal catheter.[10]
Further, the mucolytic agent has potent cytotoxicity
that may enable its use as a cytotoxic agent[11]
thereby facilitating the removal of peritoneal mucin
with cytotoxic treatment in a single process.
In our earlier investigation on 36 PMP patient
mucin samples, we found that not all mucins were of
similar texture, compactness, and hardness. The
efficacy of our novel mucolytic also showed
variability in the disintegration of the different
samples,
with
majority
showing
complete
disintegration whilst others showed a reduced
mucolytic effect. Subsequently, we were able to
classify the mucins based on visual inspection as well
as on the compact nature of mucin, into three grades
(Figure 1 A). All soft mucin disintegrated into an
amber coloured liquid after being treated with 300
µg/ml bromelain and 250 mM N-acetyl cystein (NAC)
(Figure 1 B), whilst the semi hard and the hard mucin
disintegrated to 60 and 40%, respectively. Hence, in
the current work we aim to investigate the differences
in physical and chemical composition of the three
grades of mucin. This may enable us to further
enhance the efficacy of the current mucolytic to
solubilise all PMP mucin, regardless of their
appearance or grades of hardness. To the best of our
knowledge, this has never been carried out on PMP
mucin before.
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Materials and Methods
The experiment was conducted with approval
from the St. George Hospital Ethics committee.
Patient mucin samples were collected under sterile
conditions and frozen immediately at -80o C, for
storage. For experimental work frozen mucin was
carefully thawed to room temperature in a warm
water bath. For the purpose of this analytical work a
total of 16 patient mucin samples were selected, 10
were soft, 3 were semi hard and 3 were hard mucin.
All chemical agents used in the current analytical
work were procured from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals,
Sydney, Australia. All antibodies were purchased
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Pty Ltd. CA, USA.

Preparation of mucin for analysis
From each mucin sample 1.0 g of sample was
carefully weighed and inserted into a centrifuge tube
containing 10 ml TRIS buffer (pH 7.0) The mucin was
then shredded into small particles using an ultrasonic
shredder (Ystral 0-879292, Ballrechten-Dottingen) for
a brief 30 sec. Extraction of mucin and isolation of
purified mucin were performed as described by Mall
et al. [12] Briefly soluble mucin was treated with 10
mmol/L dithiotreitol (DDT) in 6 mol/L guanidinium
hydrochloride (GuHCl), 5 mmol/L EDTA, 0.1 mol/L
Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0 for 5 hours at 37o C for
reduction of mucin and subsequently alkylated with
25 mmol/L idoacetamide (IAA) for 15 hours at room
temperature in the dark.

Figure 1. A show the appearance and texture of the three types (grades) of mucin. The soft mucin is almost transparent, semi hard is semitransparent whilst the hard
being almost opaque. Figure 1 B show the transformation of soft mucin into an amber coloured liquid when treated with 300ug/ml bromelain and 250 mM N-acetyl
cystein for 3 hours at 37 deg Celsius.

http://www.medsci.org
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The solubilised reduced mucin was then
subjected to density gradient in 3.5 mol/L caesium
chloride (CsCl /4 mol/L GuHCl) twice for 48 hours at
105,000g with a starting density of 1.39 – 1.42
g/ml.[13] The mucin rich fractions were pooled,
dialysed against three changes of distilled water.
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Mean value for each grade of mucin was determined,
as before.

Protein

To measure the turbidity of solubilised mucin, a
well mixed 500 µl of each of the solubilised sample
from the above preparation was transferred into a
transparent cell (cuvette) and absorbance at 290nm
was measured. The instrument was blanked with
distilled water, prior to measuring absorbance of the
mucin solutions. For each mucin grade, the mean
turbidity with standard deviation was determined.

The protein content of mucin was determined
using the method of Lowry et al. [16] Briefly, the
mucin solution was prepared in a series of dilutions
with distilled water (1/50, 1/100, 1/500, 1/1000) for
protein determination. Standard curve was generated
using bovine serum albumin at concentrations of 0, 5,
10, 20, 50, 100 µg/ml). Colorimetric measurements
were carried out at 530 ηm with a spectrophotometer.
The final concentration of protein was determined
after adjustment to the dilution of the sample protein
solution. Mean values for each grade of mucin were
calculated.

Density (solubilised mucin)

Sialic acid

To a pre-weighed 2 ml vial (ependorff) was
added 1 ml of the solubilised mucin solution. The
difference in weight was recorded. Density was
determined by dividing the weight recorded by the
volume (1 ml). For each mucin grade the mean
density with standard deviation was determined.

The sialic acid content of the solubilised mucin
samples was determined using the BIO VISION Sialic
Acid (NANA) Colorometeric/Fluorometeric Assay
Kit (Milpatas, CA, USA). Solubilised mucin samples
were diluted (1/50, 1/100, 1/500, 1/1000) and tested
along with prepared sialic acid standard curve as
recommended by the supplier. Absorbance (OD) was
measured at 570ηm. Mean values were generated for
each grade of mucin using standard methods, as
before.

Turbidity

Kinematic viscosity
The kinematic viscosity of each solubilised
mucin sample was determined using methods by
Fries et al.[14] Briefly the time in seconds and the
height the liquid rises in an inclined capillary tube (1.0
mm in diameter) touching the surface of the liquid
was measured at ambient room temperature of 21o C.
Mean values with standard deviation was determined
for each grade of mucin.

Percentage Water content (fresh mucin
samples)
A known weight (1.0 – 1.5 g) of each mucin
sample was placed in a Petri dish and incubator dried
(90 o C) over 48 hours. The residual weight of the
mucin was measured and percentage hydration was
calculated using the below formula.
N= [ (X – Y) / X ] 100
Where: N = Percentage hydration; X = Weight of
mucin before drying (g); Y = Weight of mucin after
drying (g)
Mean percentage of water for each grade of
mucin was determined as before.

Density (fresh mucin samples)
The density of fresh samples were determined
using the water displacement method, [15] Briefly 1.0
g of mucin sample was weighed and immersed in
distilled water at room temperature, the density was
determined using standard formula, Mass /Volume.

Glucose
Glucose in the solubilised mucin samples are
measured quantitatively using the phenol-sulphuric
acid method as carried out by Masuko et al. [17]
Briefly, 150 µl of concentrated sulphuric acid and 30 µl
of 5% phenol in water were added in rapid succession
to 50 µl of mucin solution (dilution: 1/50,
1/100,1/200, 1/500) in a microwell plate. After
incubation for 5 minutes at 90 o C in static water bath
by floating the microplate carefully. The plate was
then cooled to room temperature for 5 min in a water
bath and wiped dry to measure absorbance at 493ηm
by a microplate reader. Standard curves were
prepared for glucose (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 µg/ml) in a
similar fashion. Mean values were generated, using
methods as before.

Lipid
The mean lipid concentration in the solubilised
mucin samples were determined using the
Cholesterol Quantification kit (SIGMA ALDRICH
catalogue No. MAK403) in a 96 micro well plate.
Briefly, using cholesterol standards, a standard curve
was generated for the detection of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
and 0.5 ηg/well and solubilised mucin samples were
diluted to read within this level. Colorimetric
readings, Absorbance (OD) were carried out at 570
http://www.medsci.org
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ηm following protocol as recommended by the
manufacturer. Mean values were calculated for each
mucin grade, as before.

Thiol (S-S and S-H)
To measure total sulfhydryl (SH) content, 0.5 g of
mucin was carefully weighed into a 50 ml centrifuge
tube and reduced with 0.33 M NaBH4 in 8 M
Urea/20mM Na2 EDTA/0.1 M NaH2PO4/ Na2HPO4,
pH 9.0 in a final volume of 5 ml. The mucin sample
was initially broken up by sonification in the reducing
media and incubated with gentle agitation in a water
bath at 37 o C for 90 minutes. A few drops of
octan-1-ol were added to prevent foaming. After
adding 1.5 ml of 20% (w/v) SDS, excess NaBH4 was
destroyed by titrating with acetic acid to pH.5.4 with
further incubation of the mixture at 37 o C for 15
minutes. This was followed by addition of 1.5 ml of
4,4’- dipyridyl disulphide (PDS) (Sigma chemicals,
Australia) prepared in 0.2 mM-Sodium acetate
solution pH. 5.0 and after further incubation at room
temperature (21 o C) for 30 minutes, the absorbance
(OD) of the solution was measured at 324 ηm against
a blank containing all reagents except mucin.
Calculation of total SH content of mucin was
determined by using molar absorption coefficient of
19800 M -1 cm -1
For determining free SH groups (without
including the reduced S-S groups), 0.5g of mucin was
carefully weighed in a 50 ml centrifuge tube. Samples
were dissolved (sonfication) in 5.0 ml of 20 mM Na2
EDTA/2% (w/v) SDS/0.2 M-Sodium acetate, pH.5.4
and incubated at 37 o C for 15 minutes. On addition of
1.5 ml of 2.0 mM 4.4’-PDS and incubation at room
temperature for 30 minutes, the absorbance was
measured at 324 ηm against reagent blank, as before.
Free S-H content was determined as before. The S-S
bond content of mucin (ηmol) was determined by
subtracting the total amount of SH minus the free SH.

Detection of MUC2, MUC5B and MUC5AC by
Western blot
Equal quantity of solubilised mucin (based on
protein concentration) were loaded on a gel and
protein
components
were
separated
electrophoretically using standard methods and
resolved on to a membrane. The membrane was
blocked with 10% skim milk after which the separated
components were probed with the respective primary
antibodies to MUC2 (H-300, Sc.8827, goat polyclonal
IgG), MUC5B (513# 19-25, mouse monoclonal IgG)
and MUC5AC (45M1, sc 21701, mouse monoclonal
IgG), as recommended by the manufacturer (Santa
Cruz Biotech. Pty Ltd,). The secondary antibodies
used were rabbit polyclonal that was supplied by Gen
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Search Pty Ltd.

Results
All data have been plotted against hardness
index (HI) a measurement system that has been
developed by our group to classify the hardness of
PMP mucin into three categories according to the
area, a unit weight (g) of mucin fully hydrated
(soaked for 30 mins in distilled water) occupies when
placed on a gridded glass slab (marked in mm). The
HI index of < 0.6 = soft mucin; >0.6 – 1.2 = semi hard
mucin and > 1.2 = hard mucin (publication in press)

Turbidity
The turbidity measurements indicate that of the
three grades of mucin solutions, soft mucin has the
least turbidity whilst hard mucin was most turbid
(Table 1, Figure 2 A). The turbidity plot with hardness
index of each mucin grade indicates a linear
relationship. Turbidity indicates the proportion of
solids or components that deflect or absorb light and
hence, the hard mucin seems to contain the maximum
light absorbing components.

Density
Density measurements were carried out for both
the solubilised mucin as well as for the solid mass of
mucin. Density of the three grades of mucin as
determined on the solid mass indicate that there was
at least a 21% difference between the soft mucin and
hard mucin [(1.029 – 0.809)/1.027 x 100] = 21%. (Table
1) The densities of solubilised mucin indicate only a
smaller difference (9.8%) between the soft and hard
mucin. The difference between the densities of solid
mucin and mucin solution may indicate that materials
may be trapped in the solid mucin and that is
removed during solubilisation of the mucin. On the
other hand a solid mucin with compacted proteins
owing to intermolecular linkages may actually show a
much reduced volume in relation to its weight and
hence giving a much larger density value (Fig. 2 B &
C, Table 1).

Kinematic viscosity
Measurements of the kinematic viscosity (KV) of
the solubilised mucin indicate that there is at least a
29% difference in the viscosities between soft and
hard mucin. This indicates that solubilised hard
mucin may be more viscous compared to soft mucin,
further indicating that other components found
within may be contributing to this viscosity. The hard
mucin may contain viscous components that may give
rise to this large difference between the soft and hard
mucin solution (Table 1, Fig 2 D).

http://www.medsci.org
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Figure 2. A shows turbidity variation within the three grades of mucin as represented by hardness index; B that for density of solubilised mucin; C that for density
of solid mucin; D that for kinematic viscosity; E for hydration; F for protein content. The hardness index (HI) 0.6 = soft mucin, (HI) 1.2 = semi hard mucin and (HI)
= 1.8 = hard mucin.
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Table 1. Mean value with SD for the various parameters measured.
PARAMETER
Turbidity (OD 290nm)
Density(sol)g/cm-3
Density (solid)g/cm-3
Kinematic viscosity (cs)
% Hydration
Protein (mg/g)
Sialic acid µmol/g
Glucose (ηg/g)
Lipid (µg/g)
Sulfhydryl (µmol/g)
Disulphide (µmol/g)

SOFT MUCIN (X)
0.0518 ± 0.01236
1.017 ± 0.0122
1.029 ± 0.029
2.042 ± 0.0216
91.44 ± 0.6603
60.75 ± 2.018
3.276 ± 0.3856
9.1 ± 0.1258
525 ± 40.54
310 ± 22.8
280.6 ± 21.9

SEMI HARD MUCIN (Y)
0.1150 ± 0.0266
1.013 ± 0.0129
0.903 ± 0.0357
2.628 ± 0.0126
89.67 ± 0.3844
56.67 ± 3.360
7.727 ± 0.4175
7.8 ± 0.1258
406.7 ± 52.84
196.6 ± 14.6
169 ± 19.8

HARD MUCIN (Z)
0.1923 ± 0.0309
1.003 ± 0.0088
0.807 ± 0.0376
2.889 ± 0.0440
86.83 ± 0.6820
52.67 ± 2.364
10.88 ± 0.4156
6.167 ± 0.2552
300 ± 28.74
129.4 ± 12.9
114.3 ± 17.8

A (%)
73
13
21.6
29.3
5
13
70
32
42.8
58.2
59.3

X:Y:Z
1: 2.2: 3.7
1.01: 1.01: 1
1.27 :1.12: 1
1: 1.29: 1.41
1.05: 1.03: 1
1.15: 1.11: 1
1: 2.36: 3.32
1.45:1.25 : 1
1.75: 1.35: 1
2.40: 1.52: 1
2.45: 1.47 : 1

X = mean values for various parameters measured with SD for soft mucin, Y for semi hard mucin and Z for hard mucin; A (Percentage difference between X and Z) = (high –
low value / high value) 100; CS = centistokes. Measurements of various parameters were carried out as outlined in the methods section.

Hydration
Measurement of percentage hydration (water
present) between the three grades of mucin indicates
that there is very little difference between them, only a
5% difference between the soft and hard mucin. The
percentage hydration may depend on glycoprotein
content that is capable of imbibing water, whilst
cellular components may also be hydrated. Hence,
although soft mucin generally appears to be jelly like
and hence capable of imbibing water, the hard and
semi hard mucin with its high cellular content may
also have the potential to retain water. Hence, in total,
there is only a slight difference between the soft and
hard mucin (Table 1, Fig 2E).

Protein
Of the three samples analysed, the soft mucin
contained the highest concentration of protein
(60.75mg/g) with hard mucin containing the least
(52.67mg/g) a difference of 13 %. There seems to be
linearity in relationship between hardness index of
mucin grades and protein concentration. This result
may reflect on the proportion of mucin present in the
three grades of mucin, soft mucin being composed of
mainly glycoprotein as compared to the others that
have cellular debris and other materials incorporated
into the mucin mass and hence, the protein content
variation between the grades of mucin is not very
large (Fig 2 F, Table 1).

Sialic acid
There is a very large difference between the three
grades of mucin in their sialic acid content, the semi
hard mucin containing about twice that of soft mucin
whilst the hard mucin contains three times that of soft
mucin (Fig. 3 A, Table 1). Sialic acid or Nacetylneuramic acid may be related to the
pathological state of the mucin.

Glucose
Glucose measurements indicate a linear
decrease in concentration with increase in hardness
index of the mucin sample (Fig. 3 B, Table 1);
indicating that soft mucin contains almost a 30%
higher amount of glucose compared hard mucin. This
may be due to the higher content of mucinous
material (glycoprotein) compared to semi hard and
hard mucin that contains about 40 – 60 % of cellular
materials.

Lipid
The lipid content of the three grades of mucin
seems to fall as the hardness index increases such that
the soft mucin contains almost about 40% more lipids
compared to hard mucin (Fig 3 C, Table 1). The
presence of high level of lipids may have some
bearing on the texture of mucin.

Thiol (S-S and S-H)
The total thiol content (sulfhydryl + disulphide)
content of the mucin suggests that soft mucin has a
much higher level compared to either the semi hard or
hard mucin. The sulfhydryl (free S-H) indicates that
there is a 58.2 % difference between the soft and the
hard mucin, whilst the disulphide content also
indicates that soft mucin has a higher level compared
to the rest, the difference between soft and hard
mucin being 59.3%. The ratios of S-H bonds in the
three mucin grades, soft: semi hard: hard is 2.4: 1.52:1,
similarly the ratios for the S-S bond concentration are
2.45: 1.47: 1, indicating that a similar ratio S-H: S-S
exists in the three grades of mucin (Fig. 3 D, Table 1).
However, there is a slightly lower level of S-S groups
compared to S-H, in the three grades of mucin,
difference being 9.3% for soft, 14.2 % for semi hard
and 11.6% for hard mucin, indicating that a greater
number of S-S relative to S-H groups are found in soft
mucin.

http://www.medsci.org
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Western blot analysis
All three MCU2, 5B and 5AC were found in the
three grades of mucin (Table 2 and Figure 4 A),
however the relative presence of these mucins in the
patient samples were different in the three grades of
mucin. The relative presence of these mucins is shown
in Figure 4 B, C & D, soft mucin having 90% MUC2,
60% MUC5B and 40% MUC5AC. In the semi hard
mucin, all the three MUCs are present equally in the
patient samples. Finally, in the hard mucin MUC2
(100%), MUCB (33.3%) and MUC5AC (66.6%) is
present.
The relative presence of MUCs may have an
implication on the pathological state of the different
grades of mucin, as well as the hardness of mucin.
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Table 2. Distribution of MUC2, MUC5B, MUC5AC in the
different grades of pseudomyxoma peritonei mucin samples.
Patient No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

MUCIN GRADE
soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
soft
Soft
Semi hard
Semi hard
Semi hard
Hard
Hard
hard

MUC2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

MUC5B
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

MUC5AC
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

(+) = presence or (-) absence of specific protein.

Figure 3. A shows the mean glucose content for the three grades of mucin; B for sialic acid content; C for lipid content and D for thiol content (S-H and S-S). The
hardness index (HI) 0.6 = soft mucin, (HI) 1.2 = semi hard mucin and (HI) = 1.8 = hard mucin.
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Figure 4. A shows the presence or absence of MUC2,MUC5B and MUC5AC in the three grades of mucin that was analysed in 16 patient mucin samples using
western blot analysis. B, C & D shows the percentage expression of the three types of mucin MUC2, MUC5B and MUC5AC in the three grades of mucin.

Discussion
We developed a mucolytic comprising of 300
µg/ml bromelain and 250 mM N-acetylcystein for in
situ lysis of PMP mucin with evaluation in both, in
vitro and in vivo studies. [10] The majority (62%) of
mucin were soft in texture and amenable to a 100 %
disintegration allowing possible removal through
peritoneal catheters. The remaining samples
disintegrated to about 40-60%, with residual material
left behind that appeared to be of cellular in nature. In
an earlier study, the mucin was classified into three
categories based on their physical appearance and
their score in hardness index that was specifically
developed in our laboratory to categorize mucin.
(Paper in press) Hence, the present study was
conducted to determine how the physical and
chemical characteristics varied within the three grades
of mucin samples in order to enable reformulation for
dissolution of all mucin types, regardless of their
appearance or hardness.
The results indicate that the three grades of

mucin vary in several parameters that may influence
their dissolution. The turbidity of solubilised mucin
between the three grades of mucin showed that as the
mucin became more compact or hard (as indicated by
the hardness index), the turbidity of the solubilised
mucin seems to increase, the difference between soft
mucin and hard mucin being about 73%. Turbidity is
generally contributed by materials that are opaque or
semi translucent while others that reflect light may
also contribute to this common phenomena in
solution.[18] Hence, this measure indicates that solid
mucin contains a higher percentage of opaque
components compared to the soft mucin. Although,
the solubilised mucin was centrifuged to remove
cellular fragments and other solids, there may be
other materials that were capable of deflecting or
absorbing light in the mucin.
Measurements of density of solubilised mucin
indicated that that there was a minor difference
between the three grades of mucin, the difference
between soft and hard being about 13 %, suggesting a
http://www.medsci.org
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small variable composition between the grades that
may contribute to this difference. However, the
difference between the three mucins evaluated for
density, in the solid form, seems to be more
pronounced, difference between soft and hard being
about 21 %, with soft mucin being much denser. The
higher percentage of mucinous material with
potential for greater hydration in soft mucin
compared to the other grades of mucin, may
contribute to the difference, However, the difference
in hydration between the soft and semi hard mucin is
very small (approximately 1%) whilst that between
the soft and hard mucin is around 5%. Hence
hydration may not alone contribute to the difference
in densities. On the other hand, the semi hard and
hard mucin may carry components that are less dense
such as incorporation of air bubbles or even cellular
components that may be slightly dehydrated (dead
cells).
The kinematic viscosity suggested that hard
mucin once solubilised may be more viscous
compared to soft mucin. This may be due to the
higher concentration of sialic acid present in the hard
mucin. 16,17 There was a 70% difference between soft
mucin and hard mucin in sialic acid content. The lipid
content in soft mucin was much higher compared to
hard mucin (42% difference) and whether this lipid
level reduced the kinematic viscosity of solutions
needs investigation. The high viscosity may also be
due to remanent cellular debris found within the hard
mucin or other unidentified components found
within.
The protein, glucose and lipid content of the
three grades of mucin varied linearly with hardness
index suggesting that they may have some bearing on
the texture and hardness of the mucin. A higher
protein content suggested a higher percentage of
glycoprotein in the mucin sample and this meant that
it may also attract a higher percentage of water, [19].
Hydration although may provide a higher mass to the
tissues, it may also soften the mass of mucin through
its hydrolytic forces that may disrupt inter molecular
bonding linkages between the glycoprotein
molecules.[20] The presence of lipid in the mucin may
further reflect on the hardness since lipids may
interfere with the formation of cross linkages between
the protein molecules, [21] thereby reducing the
compactness of the mucin sample. Hence, the high
lipid content of soft mucin may in fact be softening the
mucin texture and compactness. Sialic acid has been
measured to be rather high in the hard mucin
compared to the soft; its exact implication in the
texture of the mucin needs to be determined in future
studies. In mammalian glycoprotein, sialic acid occurs
at the terminal end of the oligosaccharide side chains
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of the glyco -conjugates and imparts an
electronegative charge to the mucin molecule. Owing
to the weakness of its glycosidic linkage to the
carbohydrate side chains, sialic acids are readily
cleaved from such side chains with mild hydrolysis.
Thus the concentration of free sialic acid may be used
as a measure of desialyation of the conjugates [22] and
hence degradation.[23] On the other hand, high
sialyation with a larger concentration of negative
charges may have some bearings on the compact
structure that is seen in both semi hard and hard
mucin.
The thiol content of the mucin grades suggests
that soft mucin has a much higher percentage of both
S-H and S-S concentration compared to the semi hard
or the hard mucin. The difference between the soft
and the hard mucin in the thiol concentration was
almost 60% with soft mucin having the higher
percentage. This indicates that the thiol concentration
may not have a bearing on the mucin texture or
hardness. Thiols generally contribute to the
disulphide linkages between the mucin chain and
hence form the gelatinous mass [24,25]. In the present
case, a much higher cellular content is found in both
the semi hard and hard mucin compared to complete
absence of cellular material in the soft mucin. This
also implies that there is a much higher percentage of
mucin in the soft variety (on a gram basis) compared
to the other two forms. Hence, this may explain why
we found a higher concentration of thiols in the soft
mucin Further, there was also an indication that the
ratio of S-H to S-S bonds in the three grades of mucin
was equal, i.e. a 1:1 implying that the ratio of these
two types of bonds may not have a bearing on the
variation in texture and hardness seen in these mucin
samples, implying that cellular content found within
may be a major contributor.
The distribution of three MUCs (MUC2, MUC5B
and MUC5AC) suggests that they are differentially
distributed within the three grades of mucin. This
may have some implication on the texture of the
presenting mucin, although with a greater implication
on the pathological state of the mucin. Examining the
ratio of distribution of the three MUCs within the
three grades of mucin, soft mucin has MUC2 :
MUC5B: MUC5AC in the ratio of 2.25 : 1.5 : 1.0; for
semi hard mucin the ratio is 1 : 1 : 1 and finally for
hard mucin it is 3 : 2 : 1. Whether these differential
ratios of MUCs presence within the mucin contribute
to variation in texture and hardness is a question to be
answered in future studies. (Figure 3 A,B,C,D). Mall et
al. has reported the presence of MUC 4 [26], in his
studies with a PMP patient. MUC 4 has been reported
to have prognostic significance in pancreatic cancer
[27,28] and it may hold a similar role in PMP.
http://www.medsci.org
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Although MUC 4 is a transmembrane mucin, it may
have some bearing on the texture of mucin displayed.
Our future studies will incorporate the identification
of this mucin and its role in PMP.
Hence, examining the present analysis, there was
a suggestion that the major components that may
contribute to mucin texture and hardness difference
may lie in the differential distribution of sialic acid,
glucose, proteins and lipids, whilst other components
of cellular origin may also be a contributing factor. It
appears that the soft mucin may have a higher
percentage of mucinous material in the form of
glycoprotein since analysis has indicated a higher
content of protein and glucose compared to the other
types of mucin. Further there was no cellular debris
found in the soft mucin when compared to semi hard
and hard mucin that carried varying quantities of
cellular debris. Hence, the present analysis suggests
that soft mucin was completely solubilised because it
was mainly composed of mucinous material that was
composed of glycoprotein and therefore amenable to
the disintegration by bromelain and NAC.[10] On the
other hand, the semi hard and hard mucin contained
varying percentage of mucin that also disintegrated
by the action of bromelain and NAC, the residual
material that did not disintegrate were most probably
not of glycoprotein in nature. The thiol content of the
mucin does not suggest that they may play a role in
mucin hardness since an equal percentage of S-H : S-S
bonds were found in the three grades. The thiol (S-H
and S-S) content may reflect on the amount of
glycoprotein present in the three grades of mucin, soft
mucin has the highest thiol content with semi soft
having
intermediate
level.
The
dissolution
experiments on the three mucin types have also
indicated that soft mucin was solubilised completely,
the semi hard with 60% solubilisation whilst the hard
had about 30 -40 solubilisation. The remanent
materials were of cellular origin. Hence, the thiol
content of the three grades of mucin may in fact
confirm the percentage of glycoprotein present in
each one of them. The ratio of thiols being 3 : 2 : 1 for
soft, semi hard and hard mucin respectively that
corresponds with the residual material left after
dissolution, none in soft , 40% in semi hard and 60 – 70
% in the hard mucin. Since, the mucolytic
disintegrated all the mucinous materials; it meant that
soft mucin had a 100 % mucinous material, whilst it
was 60% in semi soft and about 30- 40 % in hard
mucin. Therefore the ratio of mucinous material in the
three grades was approximately 3 : 2 : 1 that seems to
agree with thiol ratios.
All the three MUCs are of secretory types[29,30]
and with regards to their contribution to the texture of
mucin needs to be investigated in future studies. The
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relative proportion of MUCs in the mucin may have
implication on the pathobiology of the disease since
earlier studies have indicated that diffuse peritoneal
adenomucinosis (DPAM) with better prognosis tend
to produce a higher percentage soft mucin compared
to peritoneal mucinous carcinoma (PMCA). Amongst
the mucins examined in this study, MUC5B have been
shown to be differentially glycosylated under the
influence of estrogen during ovulation, enabling the
thinning of mucinous barrier for better sperm
penetration.[30,31] Hence, compactness of mucin may
largely depend on glycosylation as well as inter
molecular disulphide linkages present in the three
mucins. Therefore the relative expression of these
mucins may influence the texture and firmness
(hardness) of the mucinous mass.[32,33]
The current mucolytic comprising of 300µg/ml
bromelain and 250mM N-acetyl cystein has capability
of disintegrating mucin within 3 hours at 37 deg
Celsius, with in vivo evaluation suggesting that 48 -76
hours was required to acquire the same results.[10]
However, based on the abundance of components
such as lipids that ranges from 300 – 525 µg/g of
mucin and sialic acid (2.27 – 10.88) µM/g the addition
of other suitable reagents to the current formulation,
may further enhance the efficacy of our mucolytic. We
may be able to reduce the time factor required for
complete dissolution and at the same time may also
affect further dissolution of both semi hard and hard
mucin. Hence, further work in this area is required to
improve the performance of our present mucolytic.
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